
PARIS-BORN EDOUARD JUMP, SAN FRANCISCO’S “PRINCE OF CARTOONISTS” 

 

 Few Frenchmen endeared themselves more to San Franciscans than Parisian artist 

Edouard Jump. The son of an English teacher in Paris, Jump was caught up in the excitement of 

the gold rush and left France for California in 1851. He was only 20 years old when he reached 

the southern mines and tried his hand at finding gold. For lack of success, he headed back to San 

Francisco a few months later, and found employment as a label maker, and soon after, as a 

lithographer with Benjamin Butler and Louis Nagel who taught him the rudiments of their art.  

 By 1857, newsman James Hutchings hired him to sketch his visit to Fall River waterfalls. 

Increasingly confident with his art, Jump now developed a highly individual style of satirical 

group scenes that soon brought him recognition as San Francisco’s “Prince of Cartoonists.” What 

made his scenes particularly exciting to the citizens of the booming town, is that he composed 

his scenes with identifiable portraits of prominent figures of the day, whose faces he was said to 

sketch on his thumbnails to consign them to memory. San Franciscans looked forward to his next 

cartoon –that is, unless they found themselves represented in them. His lithographed cartoons 

were first exhibited in the window of the Snow & Roos art gallery, which the artist drew in the 

left foreground of the sketch above, then it was reproduced as a letter-sheet miners could use to 

write home. 



Why was “Steamer Day” such an important day for San Francisco’s citizens? 

Who was Emperor Norton? 

Why were stray dogs Bummer & Lazarus the city of San Francisco’s mascots? 

 

 Jump's sketch “Steamer Day in San Francisco” captures the frenzy that seized San 

Franciscans on the fifteenth and thirtieth of each month when scheduled steamers arrived from or 

sailed for the East Coast. Besides recognizable businessmen closing last minute deals, travelers 

carting their luggage to the ship, this particular scene includes Emperor Norton, the sixth 

character to the left of the lamp-post, in the front.   

 London-born Joshua Abraham Norton was a celebrated citizen of San Francisco who, in 

1859, proclaimed himself "Emperor of these United States" and later “Emperor of the 

Protectorate of Mexico.” He had emigrated to San Francisco in 1849 after receiving a large 

bequest from his father's estate, but proceeded to lose his fortune by investing in Peruvian rice. 

Then he lost the lawsuit in which he tried to recover his losses. The ruined Londoner left San 

Francisco for a few years, and by the time he returned it became apparent that he was mentally 

unbalanced. Still, San Franciscans humored him and his royal “orders” which included numerous 

decrees calling for a bridge crossing and a tunnel to be built under San Francisco Bay. Norton 

was immortalized by Mark Twain & Robert Louis Stevenson, and more recently by Wells Fargo 

historian Robert Chandler who proposed that the Bay Bridge be renamed “Emperor Norton 

Bridge.” 

 In his compositions, Jump also represented city mascots Bummer and Lazarus, two ugly 

stray dogs whose redeeming feature in the rat-infested town was their skill at catching rodents. 

Like Norton, they too endeared themselves to the local citizens in particular because they were 

so inseparable, and they were given free run of the streets by special city ordinance. The 

cartoonist often represented these three city “mascots”, Norton, Bummer and Lazarus together in 

his scenes. This greatly aggravated Norton since he did not like the dogs’ less-than-regal 

appearance. On one occasion, he tried to smash the window where Jump’s cartoon was posted, 

and had to be content with stalking off “with his usual dignity –in his hand holding the balance 

of power in the shape of a broken cane,” as a local newspaper recounted with great amusement. 

Jump’s fondness for the dogs even landed him in a spot of trouble when one of his customers 

complained that in the twenty-five lithographic pictures Jump had done for him, his dogs looked 
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too much like Bummer or Lazarus, and not sufficiently 

handsome and well bred. The Frenchman had to sue his 

customer in court in order to receive payment for his work. 

 San Francisco’s popular artist sometimes included 

himself in his own sketches, as in this thumbnail of his 

lithographed cartoon “San Francisco at the Fair” where he 

depicted himself sketching the crowd from a lamp-post. Jump 

eventually left the city in the late 1860s, but his career was 

hardly over. After a brief visit to France in 1868, the 

mercurial Frenchman settled in Washington, D.C., then to 

Montreal, Canada. He traveled to New Orleans, Cincinnati, 

and Saint-Louis. Everywhere Jump was able to command 

large commissions and great friendships, in particular that of 

fellow-humorist Mark Twain.  

 

 

For more on Edouard Jump  
• Read his biography in Dr. Chalmers' Splendide Californie, Impressions of the Golden 

State by French Artists, 1786-1900. 
 

Documents also used in this tale: 
• Malcolm E. Barker’s delightful book “Bummer & Lazarus, San Francisco’s Famous 

Dogs.” Londonborn Publications, San Francisco: 1984. 
 
“Steamer Day” was reproduced from a 1926 Kennedy-Ten Bosch reprint of the original, now in 
the author’s collection, and from Splendide Californie. The originals are at the Bancroft Library, 
Berkeley, California, and at San Francisco’s California Historical Society. 
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